
HE MADE MARION
BUT WILL NEVER

MAKE ROBIN HOOD

problems - or our misery -
by solving all these checks
on his own before we
could get anywhere near
them? He did.

Recent trails seem to
have involved SH3 hares
with the greatest
accumulation of
intellectual powers
available to the
Trailmaster - The Retard,
The Bounder, Made
Marion - as if in a
mischievous attempt to
enrage the pack; one
might consider asking the
M i s m a n a g e m e n t
Committee to investigate,
except that we no longer
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right place. Thanks, as
stated, to Dormouse; now,
there is an edible breed of
dormouse, said to be
delicious with honey...The
Romans were fond of such
a delicacy (glis was one of
the first words I learnt in
Latin). Not that I am trying
to suggest anything to the
Vulture, perish the thought
- but nature is well known
to be red in tooth and
claw....

Well, well, where did we
really get to? The first
check  was the longest back
check  I can remember in

seem to have such a body.
The Circles have
apparently been handed
over to the Onsex, who
indeed enjoy all this
limelight; though on this
occasion a persistent drizzle
cut the proceedings short.
At least we were able to
toast some relatively young
and relatively personable
hashers, more or less new
to the hash, such as Creamy
Bristols (well, that’s what
her T-shirt said), Rachel(?
-our new Hernietta?), and a
keen young man, a potential
rival to Culture Vulture; this
latter seemed today to be
everywhere except in the

Surrey, surpassing even a
memorable contribution
from our Uncle Gerry of
many years ago; our
attempts at a solution were
to be sure bedevilled by our
belief that we were to enjoy
the scenery south of the
motorway. From then on
only two things happened;
we got in the way of every
golfer in the local club,
repeatedly, and we
disappeared into the woods.
Autumn colours? No.
Tranquil vistas of mature
and stately beech trees?
No. Hamadryads tempting

our senses? As if. Just
sodden and slippery paths
through thorn trees devoid
of any. appeal. Quite an
accomplishment, really , to
take this promising
landscape and deliver so
little. The glory is departed,
oh Israel; ichabod, ichabod!
The Invisible Man and Dr
Death were both on this
trail; both are renowned for
their use of the area. I
should have canvassed their
opinions. Ah well, next
Sunday will be another day.

ON ON!  FRB

Readers will recall the cat
that walked by himself, in
the wet wild woods, waving
his lonesome tail. But did
we suppose Made Marion
at Mogador would  re-enact
this story, turning us all into
so many tableaux vivants,
each emerging bedraggled
from the dripping tangle of
branches, each on his (or
her) wet wild self? We did
not. So did we check across
the M25 whenever
possible? We did. Were we
mistaken? We were. Were
the checks thereafter of the
slightest interest? They
were not. And did
Dormouse compound our
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Receding Hareline:

Run 1436

Date 20-Oct-02

Hares FRB

Venue Beare Green

On On The Golden Lion

OS (187) 184453

OS TQ   (LR)

HARES NEEDED FROM 22nd DECEMBER

1437 27-Oct Bonn Bugel/Hansle der
Schwanzle

TBA

1438 3-Nov Spingo Godstone

1439 10-Nov Sally Place (Kelinchi) Elstead?

1440 17-Nov Herr Flick/Do You Downe

1441 24-Nov Called Away TBA

1442 1-Dec Xmas Party - Dr. Death/
Lo-Pro

TBA

Destruction: A24 south of Dorking. First left sp Blackbrook.
Drive south (past ON ON pub and the next, inhhospitable,
pub) until you reach the Four Wents car park. There is an
alternative access as a left turn from the A24 in South
Holmwood. The car park is in two lots with a pond in
between.

13.  Where do forest rangers go to "get away from it all?"                  (GEORGE CARLIN’S WISDOM CONTINUED)
14.  What do you do when you see an endangered animal eating an endangered plant?
15.  If a parsley farmer is sued, can they garnish his wages?
16.  Would a fly without wings be called a walk?
17   Why do they lock gas station bathrooms?  Are they afraid someone will clean them?
18.  If a turtle doesn't have a shell, is he homeless or naked?
19.  Why don't sheep shrink when it rains?
20.  Can vegetarians eat animal crackers?
21.  If the police arrest a mime, do they tell him he has the right to remain silent?
22.  Why do they put Braille on the drive-through bank machines?
23.  How do they get the deer to cross at that yellow road sign?
24.  Is it true that cannibals don't eat clowns because they taste funny?        RAFFLE PRIZES STILL IN DEMAND FOR SISTER
25.What was the best thing before sliced  bread?                                                ANNA’S BARN DANCE!!
26.  One nice thing about egotists: they don't talk about other people.
27.  Does the Little Mermaid wear an algebra?
28.  Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery?
29.  How is it possible to have a civil war?
30.  If one synchronized swimmer drowns, do the rest drown, too?


